Study on the law of disturbed coal seam permeability
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Abstract. The 367 coal mining face in FengCheng ShangZhuang coal mine was selected for the project background, the law of the mining permeability is mirrored by the law of the flow of parallel hole that drain gas from virgin coal seam following by the moving of working face. According to the surveying data, the flow of hole had three sections, addition, declining, addition. The permeability of mining coal is mirrored indirect. The main reason was that the mining coal had experienced elastic deformation, plastic deformation, unloading expansion under the procession of coal mining, the permeability of mining coal is changed. It was important to study the law of gas transport, at the same time, it was the theory basis to control the gas effectively.

Introduction

According to the development of technology and equipment in coal mining continuously, advancing speed of work face has been increased soon, the seam is received compression and download of the abutment pressure in front of coal wall, so the permeability of the seam is changed, also the movement of gas in forward seam is changed. The study of movement of gas is important to control the problem of gas, and then the permeability of seam has close relationship with the law of gas movement, so the research of law of the permeability is the base. But at present, in the field of permeability, laboratory research is general, because the objective environment was changed, the size effect was ignored, and the effect of mining on permeability was not simulated in lab. So in this paper, the local monitor was used, the law of the changed permeability is got followed by the face advance, and at the same time, the basis is provided for controlling gas.

The characteristic of seam in front of work face

After the first ground pressure, followed by the face advance, the main roof captures periodically, it appears periodic pressure. so the seam’s strength is varied by the face advance. According to the theory of rock pressure, there are three regions and three area upward and horizontal around the work face, the three rejoins and three area is shown in Fig.1[1].

Fig.1  Three regions and three area

According to research the distributed law of the front abutment pressure, the law is got[2]: near by the wall of face, under the effect of main roof, the seam is broken, and it is unloaded, following by the abutment pressure conveying to the farther seam, the pressure is increased slowly, and to the eak ,then
going down to the virgin underground pressure. Following by the face advancing, the peak of abutment pressure advance, the area of abutment pressure is close to the wall in unloading condition, the seam is expanding, the macro fracture is increasing and breaking, the seam in the virgin underground pressure area is in the peak pressure area. The mining seam will be in the virgin pressure, abutment pressure, unloading condition, and advance.

The permeability

Permeability is the main parameter of seam, the permeable property is reacted directly in the seam. Research shows[3,4]: the flowing of gas in seam conforms the Dash law, from the Dash law, the permeability factor and permeability of seam are denoted:

\[
v = -p \cdot K
\]

Where \(v\)-the seepage velocity of gas, m/s \(\Delta p\)-pressure gradient of gas, Pa/m, \(K\)-permeability factor, m/s, the permeability factor turns on nature and geometric property, and it is related to the basic physical property of gas, in order to differentiate the influence between the characteristic of crack medium and nature of fluid, the permeability factor is written out like this[5]:

\[
k = K \cdot \mu
\]

Where \(\mu\)-coefficient of dynamic viscosity of gas, \(10.26 \times 10^{-6}\) m²/s, \(k\)-permeability, \(10^{-4}\) μm², according to formula (1) jointing to formula (2), it is got that:

\[
k = \frac{-v \mu}{p}
\]

gas content of actual measurement is jointed to Langmuir equation, the gas pressure of this point is got, through determining the gas pressure around the hole continuously, then the gas pressure gradient is got. Langmuir equation:

\[
W = \frac{abP}{1+bP} \left[ 100 - \frac{A_j - M_{ad}}{100} \right] \frac{1}{1 + 0.31M_{ad}} e^{\frac{a}{b(\gamma + t) - c}} + FP
\]

Where \(W\)-gas content of seam, m³/t, \(a, b\)-constant of adsorption, \(P\)-absolute gas pressure, MPa, \(A_j\)-ash of coal,%, \(M_{ad}\)-moisture of coal,%, \(F\)-porosity of coal,%, \(\gamma\)-apparent density of coal, t/m³, \(t_s\)-temperature of seam, \(t_s = 23\) °C, \(t\)-temperature of lab, \(t = 30\) °C. The gas pressure gradient \(\Delta p\) is got around the hole 0.4575 MPa/m.

Local observation

According to the site of ShangZhuang mine, the hole drainage volume was got by using the drainage hole in the seam at the haulage roadway in 367 face, each hole distance was 4m, the depth of hole was 65m, and the hole was numbered 1.2.3…according to the direction of face advance, the number 1 hole was 100m distance to the coal wall, the definite arrangement of hole was Fig.2. Following by the face advance, the distance between the hole to coal wall, the concentration of hole drainage, negative pressure of drainage and drainage volume were recorded continuously, through analysis and comparison, the relationship between the concentration of hole drainage and the drainage volume to the advance of work face, combining with the gas pressure gradient, the gas permeability of mining coal around the hole was calculated.
Confirm the permeability of seam

According to the local monitor of the distance between hole and coal wall, the gas drainage volume of the hole (Tab.1), combining with the formula (3), the gas permeability of the disturbed coal seam in front of the work face was got. the Fig.3 is the law between the permeability of mining coal seam and the distance to coal wall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance /m</th>
<th>Drainage velocity /10^-5 m.s^-1</th>
<th>permeability /10^-4 μm^2</th>
<th>distance /m</th>
<th>Drainage velocity /10^-5 m.s^-1</th>
<th>permeability /10^-4 μm^2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>3.63</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>7.46</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was found from the Fig.3, along with the diversification of the distance between coal wall and hole, the law of the permeability of mining coal seam in front of work face is following: around the coal wall, with the direction of advance, the permeability is going down from the peak, when the distance is 10m, the permeability rises rapidly, when it is 15m, the permeability achieves a peak again, the peak value strength is three times to the virgin seam permeability, then it declines slowly, and at last it recurs to
original state. This phenomenon explain full, in mining beginning, the mining stress is not clear, the seam is spring condition, the former cracks enlarge continuous and the new cracks grow, so the permeability of seam improves slowly, when the face advances, the mining stress is strong gradually, then the seam is plastic condition, the cracks are close under the high stress, so the permeability also declines, the point that the abutment pressure is peak, is the lowest point of permeability, when the face continues to advance, the coal seam is unload condition, the crack grows and enlarges the macro-crack, the permeability increases and extends to the coal wall.

Conclusions
According to the continuous monitoring of drainage volume of hole, the gas flow velocity and gas pressure gradient etc. parameters were analyzed and calculated, then the permeability of mining seam is got.

On the basis of monitoring data, the permeability of mining seam in front of work face experience increase slowly, descending rapidly and rising fast, this is closely related to the condition of spring, plastic and unloading expansion under the abutment pressure continuous advance, it full explains that the mining effects the permeability obviously.
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